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ChapterChapterChapterChapter 1111 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

1.11.11.11.1 QQQQuestionsuestionsuestionsuestions
At the beginning of the new century, with the advent of the knowledge-economy , the
attention devoted to creativity in education and the overall enforcement of
quality-education, and children's living conditions, growth and protection as the
primary element to develop, has been receiving increased attention by the whole
world. Alongside kindergartens or primary schools, children's public outdoor space in
the city has been considered as the third important activity space（ the first two are
home and school）(Zhao Zhenxiang, 2006). It is seen as an integrative recreation space
for children to express themselves, inspirit their creative abilities and improve their
social communicative abilities. Therefore, a suitable and engaging children's outdoor
activity space in public areas is an essential element for children's healthy growth.

Children are a special group in society. They need specific places to be designed
according to their specific needs, and this design should be related to humanized
aspects which were dedicated designed to meet the needs of children and combine
with children's physical and psychological characteristics. In this paper, our goals are:
(1)Through the study of several examples in Sweden, we try to find out how
recreational areas for children within city parks were designed and their different
characteristics.
(2)Based on our assessment of the case studies and on the review of relevant literature,
we want to find the design features of outdoor places that can fulfill different needs of
children.
(3)To make a design proposal taking into consideration the different aspects we
researched about—space, materials, size, plants.
(4) Based on our conclusions from the analysis of the Swedish cases, to make a
proposal for a city park in China.

The major question that we have explored is:
How to design a more suitable, engaging and humane outdoor activity space for
children in the city‘s public areas? –study case analysis and proposal for children
recreational areas within city parks.

1.21.21.21.2 TheTheTheThe mainmainmainmain researchresearchresearchresearch contentscontentscontentscontents ofofofof thethethethe thesisthesisthesisthesis
The children are a special group in society. They have equal right to share public
space to play or communicate. But they cannot be treated as adults; they need
particular spaces for them to engage with others or to play games. A high quality
activity space can nurture children’s sparks of curiosity, creativity, bravery and

http://www.iciba.com/research/
http://www.iciba.com/quality/
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intelligence. In other words, this kind of outdoor space should be not only a place for
fun but also an environment in which children can learn about their bodies as well as
the world around them.

Cities are expanding with more people moving to the city from the countryside. This
results in an unbalanced outdoor space distribution, children in the city centre having
access to less recreational space than the ones near the countryside. Additionally,
inner door activities and internet have brought unhealthy communicating ways to
children. So we need to find a way to make better use of limited outdoor space around
us in the city.
Europe has a long tradition in designing outdoor areas. We can find examples in every
country. Take Malmö in Sweden for example: there is specific area for children in the
parks of the city centre, like Slottsparken, Rörsjöparken, Folketspark. By contrast, in
China, modern design has just recently started to be concerned with outdoor
recreation areas for children. Some cities do not have enough or appropriate spaces in
public areas for children. Urban planners have been neglecting the importance of
public outdoor spaces for this specific group. It is thus relevant and interesting for us
to study some examples in Europe and learn from this experience to make a proposal
for a city park in China.

1.1.1.1.3333 MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology
Our research is guided towards the analysis of several case-studies in Sweden that
will be used to access the key dimensions that a planner should be concerned with
when planning for a recreational area for children, within a city park. These key
dimensions will be used in our design proposal.

The key dimension will be explored using different approaches. Firstly, thro;ugh
literature reviews, making surveys, on-site visits and interviews, we will try to collect
the relevant information of several existing public outdoor activity spaces for children
in Sweden.

Then, combining what we have learned from the literature, we will analyze the
existing successful cases, compare and summarize the similarities and differences
between them. By studying and reflecting on the organizational and detail design in
different aspects, we hope to get key components/ dimensions for an ideal structured
model of outdoor activity spaces in public areas for children.

Finally, we will turn to the design conditions of outdoor activity spaces in public areas
in China, to summarize the strengths and weaknesses of them. Using our conclusions
from the Swedish case analysis, we aim to provide suggestions for improvement of
the Chinese case.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter 2222 SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace ResearchResearchResearchResearch ofofofof children'schildren'schildren'schildren's outdooroutdooroutdooroutdoor activityactivityactivityactivity

spacespacespacespace

It is unfortunate that children cannot design their outdoor environments. Research on
children's preferences shows that if children had the design skills to do so, their
creations would be completely different from the areas called playgrounds that most
adults design for them (White & Stoecklin, 2008). Outdoor spaces designed by
children would not only be fully naturalized with plants, trees, flowers, water, dirt,
sand, mud, animals and insects, but would also be rich with a wide variety of playing
opportunities of every imaginable type. If children could design their outdoor play
spaces, they would be rich, developmentally appropriate learning environments where
children would want to stay all day (White & Stoecklin, 2008).

2222.1.1.1.1 TTTThehehehe useuseuseusersrsrsrs ofofofof Children'sChildren'sChildren'sChildren's outdooroutdooroutdooroutdoor activityactivityactivityactivity spacespacespacespace
There are three distinct types of users of children's outdoor activity space---children,
caregivers and employees, each with its own patterns of use and requirements.
Observations from our case studies show the greatest use of children's outdoor
activity space by the staff, followed by children with caregivers and then children
alone. A successful outdoor activity space is expected to be an area for both children
and adults to enjoy their leisure time activity and a place for social intercourse outside
the home and working life (Klarqvist & Ye, 1994).

2.1.12.1.12.1.12.1.1 ChildrenChildrenChildrenChildren

During the last decades, with the acceptance of the premise by educators and
designers that intelligence was both alterable and dependent on experience, especially
during childhood (0-12), as well as the acknowledgement that intellectual growth and
cognitive learning were linked to wider experience in the environment, child care
settings systematically became the focus of increased attention, and they found a
relationship between the quality of space and the behavior of children(Cooper Marcus
& Francis, 1998). Spaces that planed with painstaking attention to details were proved
helpful for cooperating with others, preventing disruptive action and reducing
discipline problems. In another words, more varied opportunities and comfortable
conditions the play space provided, more vital, sophisticated and effective the play
activities would be (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

Compared to adult, Children have a far more direct and energetic sensitive degree
towards their environment. They are frequently making discoveries about highness
and lowness, nearness and farness, hardness and softness, light and dark. This kind of
exploring and investigating to physical objects could effectively definitely stimulate
their imagination and reinforce their joy of learning（Ronald, 1968）. Furthermore,
though playing in the outdoor environment, they can recreate and elaborate their
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observation and experience to find and test different materials, perceive the world
around, and acquaint their own abilities (Klarqvist & Ye, 1994).

Just like the development of all things, the physical and psychological development of
children is a continual unified process of contradictions and also a successive process
from quantitative change to qualitative change. The whole process of development in
childhood is from a weak and incompetent baby to a mature and independent social
member who has own opinions, knowledge, as well as the capacity to work.

Physical development is always relevant for large-muscle or gross motor activity such
as running, jumping and climbing. Though these activities, children begin to learn
about their bodies, as well as to be aware of their abilities and limitations. However,
with the excessive concentration of population, the indoor space for individuals in
cities is limited. In this situation, outdoor space is capable of supporting the full range
of child development.

Psychological development (also called intellectual development), is frequently
referred to cognition and perception. Children in preschool age are in the thinking

2-1 A smooth wall is boring while a gravel wall or a brick wall with rough surface can
provide both vision and touch stimulate to children. Made by author

http://www.iciba.com/weak/
http://www.iciba.com/capacity/
http://www.iciba.com/work/
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stage of intuitive action. They cannot make the distinction between play and work. At
this age, playing is a key vehicle for learning. Learning through playing develops
social-emotional skills which give them the self- esteem and self-confidence they
need to continue building loving and supportive relationships all their lives (Björklid,
1982).

For children in primary school, playing is planned, organized using strategies and
skills which are meant to develop creativity, competency and self-confidence.
Additionally, they are in the thinking stage of concrete image (Zhao, 2006). They
always show lively interest in the world around them. Everything nice could help
pave roads for kids developing good morality and sound mind.

In the next stages, children are in the logical abstract thinking phase based on
experience. Learning through playing is planned in co-operative teams to help each
other refining their skills and abilities, increasing the importance of play with various
projects, sophisticated games and puzzles instead of just reducing their field of
learning to reading books. Quality playing includes senses, emotion, intellect,
individual growth and social interactions amongst children (Zhao, 2006).

Teenagers are in the logical abstract thinking phase based on theory (Zhao,
2006).Their playing activities become the basis for life-long interests and hobbies.
They tend to play in a less traditional way and begin to transform their interests and
hobbies into the play of the adult (Vidya & Basheer, 2010).

Thus, the goal of children's outdoor activity space should be to provide a setting
conducive to the full range of typical child development and the types of playing that
enable that development.

2.1.22.1.22.1.22.1.2 CaregiversCaregiversCaregiversCaregivers

The opportunity to play with or play companied by caregivers like family members or
teachers is greatly significant to most children, especially younger ones. This kind of
company allows care and continuity within the process of children’s growing up and a
chance for mutual communion between adults and children, which was supposed to
be a good way for exchanging the feelings and closing the gaps between two different
generations (Elliott, 2005). Unlike children, caregivers may be under stress due to
extreme working or living pressures, may be over focusing on educational issues, or
may have very limited time to accompany their children. Such interactions require a
supportive environment, although most children‘s activity space take these aspects
into consideration when they are designed, the reality is far from satisfaction. The
children’s rooms are too small for caregivers to stay there satisfactorily at the same
time. The remaining areas are not private, and there may be a lack of a certain
recreational facilities for adults (Elliott, 2005). Based on the above phenomenon,

http://www.iciba.com/stage/
http://www.iciba.com/concrete/
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outdoor spaces may therefore become good places for interaction between parents and
children or teachers and students, or for caregivers to spend time in a
pressure-reducing environment, far away from daily stress, while keeping an eye on
their children.

In our study, we encountered caregivers that differed greatly amongst themselves. It
could be a young couple with their children. It also could be grandparents with their
grandchildren. It could be a single child accompanied with an extended family. It also
could be children of a whole class led by one teacher. This means that the outdoor
space should be flexible enough, so that to accommodate varying group sizes and
overall numbers of people.

2.1.32.1.32.1.32.1.3 StaffStaffStaffStaff

Staff in children’s activity space is also a critical group of users because they work
there every day. Interviews showed that administrators are actually the most likely
group to have enough free time to use outdoor spaces where they work (Cooper
Marcus & Francis, 1998). The responsibility of the security staff is to make sure that
the daily activities in the playground is occurring in a safe, orderly and smooth
manner. Thus the distance between playground and workstation are important. A well
chosen point of view may reduce workload.

2-2 space for adults to rest and chat (taken by author)
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Injuries often occur among children when playing, thus medical personnel are
absolutely necessary. The room for the treatment must have good visibility and
accessibility from the playground.

Privacy in outdoor activity space for each user group is also important. Staff does not
want to be overheard or viewed by children. Parents want privacy to talk with or play
with their children. However it is essential that the security staff can easily view the
entire playground perimeter and make sure that everyone is safe.

2222.2.2.2.2 SSSSpatialpatialpatialpatial analysisanalysisanalysisanalysis ofofofof children'schildren'schildren'schildren's outdooroutdooroutdooroutdoor activityactivityactivityactivity spacespacespacespace

2222.2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1 SpatialSpatialSpatialSpatial constitutconstitutconstitutconstitutionionionion ofofofof Children'sChildren'sChildren'sChildren's outdooroutdooroutdooroutdoor activityactivityactivityactivity spacespacespacespace

2.2.1.12.2.1.12.2.1.12.2.1.1 LocationLocationLocationLocation andandandand sizesizesizesize ofofofof spacesspacesspacesspaces
Children are quick learners and there is a curiosity in all children that begins at birth.
They learn everywhere, not only in the classroom but also on the playground; they
may be curious about anything, not only toys or fairy – tales but also a glass or a
pebble. However, they are also weak self-protectors who are easily affected by
environmental factors---some are good and some are bad. Thus, outdoor spaces for
children should incorporate as much play and learning value as possible and be able to
use by children to the greatest extent. They may benefit from being located next to
kindergarten, school, sports ground or other establishment for leisure-time activities
because of a co-ordinated effect among regards staff, premises and program
(Klarqvist & Ye, 1994).

The following things should be noted when choosing a children's outdoor activity
space location (REF):
1) Selecting a child-friendly location where is convenient for nearby use and access.
2) Keeping far away from the main traffic roads and road intersections and traffic

islands to reduce traffic accident.
3) Having enough sunshine, good ventilation conditions, and appropriate shading

and shelter space, so that children's games can be exempted from the impact of
weather conditions.

4) Having an opposite independent character and an appropriate enclosing boundary
to avoid the outside interference like automobile exhaust and noise to children's
activities.

5) Making interaction with other venues as far as possible. It is also easy for adults
to watch while gives children a sense of security.

Play yards should always be large enough to contain the full variety of activities
children require for healthy development outdoors. Generally speaking, every child
should have 6.7 square meters to 13.5 square meters of outdoor activity space (Xiao &
Hao, 2007) However, most of the educators and design researchers agree that the
minimum standards at least should ensure that every child has an area of 18 square
meters space .Therefore the designers need to create or provide space for a variety of
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activities, and at the same time take into account the need of retaining a certain degree
of space for access and buffering. In fact, if a high-quality children’s outdoor space
was to be truly considered, it would be necessary to provide 27 to 36 square meters
space per child (Xiao & Hao, 2007).

2.2.1.22.2.1.22.2.1.22.2.1.2 IIIInteractionnteractionnteractionnteraction withwithwithwith thethethethe neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood
Public children’s outdoor space could be built as part of a park, besides a pavement,
adjacent to a school, in a residential area, or nearby shopping malls. Observation in
the field study found that children are more attracted to busy environments visually
and acoustically, and are possibly influenced by them. For example, seeing the
greenbelt between the playground and another part in the park may inspire their
passionate love for nature; watching various vehicles flowing on a street may teach
them how to distinguish similar objects. Listening to bigger children reading in a
school nearby may arouse their enthusiasm for studying. It may also provide subject
matter for discussing. Whatever the case, it is necessary to provide children a feeling
of being part of the neighborhood and the larger community, and thus some degree of
outward orientation is appropriate (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998). The design
could include either a section of nonsolid fencing or a tower or a platform high
enough to see outside the park boundaries, so that wide-open result is achieved on the
vision. Considering the issue of safety, perimeter fences should be at least 1.2 meters
high and not climbable.

2-3: 1. A solid wall isolates children from outside environment.
2. Small windows without glass in the wall provided outside looking.
3. Horizontal fencing is climbable, dangerous.

4. Vertical slat fencing provides enough room between the boards to look at.
Made by author
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2.2.1.32.2.1.32.2.1.32.2.1.3 EEEEntrancentrancentrancentrance
Entrance occupies a pivotal position in spatial constitution of almost every space. It
gives users the first impressions of the space which are most lasting. A good designed
entrance should convey information, like what is the subject of the space, whom the
space serves, what it could be inside and so on, through scale, materials, sequence,
and views (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998). Children’s outdoor activity spaces are
no exception. The entrance should show strong characteristics that it is a space for
children to exercise body strength, to inspire creativity and to find fresh things. Thus,
the entrance is far more than a design statement. It should be inviting and interactive
for children. The entrance should also be reassuring to the parents. It could be useful
to put up a notice board at the entrance to show some relevant information about the
space, what this place could bring to their children and what they should pay more
attention to there. If the entrance is residential in character, rather than institutional or
commercial, both parents and child are likely to feel more comfortable. Therefore,
abrupt openings in fences, blank or hard facades, and overdesigned adult-aesthetic
spaces should be avoided (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

2.2.1.42.2.1.42.2.1.42.2.1.4 TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography
Children’s response to topography is far more direct and energetic than adults’. They
are always with a keen eye to find highness and lowness, nearness and farness,
hardness and softness, light and dark. Thus, it is desirable if there are various terrains
in a children’s activity space. If the site has natural topography like slopes, mounds,
hollow, or waters, they should be combined with the design. Even it is flat, the
designers should also use earth excavated for sand areas or water areas to create more

2-4 Two nature entrances are created by plants with
information on a notice board. (Taken by author)
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play opportunities for children.

2.2.1.52.2.1.52.2.1.52.2.1.5 TransitionsTransitionsTransitionsTransitions fromfromfromfrom indoorsindoorsindoorsindoors totototo outdoorsoutdoorsoutdoorsoutdoors
The way in which the space is arranged and the relationship among its elements plays
a key role in an outdoor space designed for children. One of the most important
elements is the relationship between outdoor space and buildings. In a successful
activity space the transition from indoors to outdoors is almost obvious, comfortable
and natural. The building should be at least with child’s height glass doors or
windows which permit children to look out over the play ground and to form a
judgment over the surroundings, like whether there are absorbing objects or specific
people to play with. The doors and windows should be light enough and with handles,
so that children could open them safely and easily.

According to literature (Cohen et al. 1978), the best design for children to watch or
observe outside is the creation of porches and arcades which are highly prized and
fully used features of buildings. They provide flexible space but ask for little cost.
Besides the function as the transitional spaces, these structures also provide
comfortable and natural location for activities to extend out from indoors and the
possibility of outside play in rainy or hot days.

2.2.1.52.2.1.52.2.1.52.2.1.5 ActivityActivityActivityActivity areasareasareasareas andandandand pathpathpathpathssss
There should be individual activity pockets outside for cognitive, social, and
individual activities as well as for motor activities. They should be well-defined and
yet partially connected to each other, so that circulation overlooks but does not
interfere with the activity pockets (Moore, 1982).

Areas of dynamic or exciting play which is more similar to physical play should be
separated from the areas for quiet or calm playing, like areas for cognitive and
intellectual games, by a certain barrier. Thus, children who dwell in quiet thought will
not be interrupted by children who are romping.

However, it is noteworthy that too extreme separations or too obvious barriers or too
great distances between different play areas are not adequate. Means like low hedges
as a partial visual which permits awareness of activities nearby, a barrier which is
made up of tires, a green wall with serial seats or an encircling path to create
separation may be a good choice.

Statistics show that circulation paths with distinct goals that allow sufficient room for
each play unit can channel children’s energy into appropriate activities and prevent
disruptions of ongoing activity, while dead spaces, a large circle or square of empty
space with no visible or tangible boundaries often leads to disorganized running and
wrestling (Kritchevsky &Prescott, 1969).
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2222.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2 SSSSpecificpecificpecificpecific constituentconstituentconstituentconstituent elementelementelementelementssss ofofofof Children'sChildren'sChildren'sChildren's outdooroutdooroutdooroutdoor

activityactivityactivityactivity spacespacespacespace

2.2.2.12.2.2.12.2.2.12.2.2.1 PlantingPlantingPlantingPlanting andandandand plansplansplansplans
Plants contribute a lot to improve the environment in a playground area, because
plants also stimulate discovery, imagination and help pretend play. Plants speak to all
of the senses, so it is not surprising that children are closely attuned to environments
with vegetation. Plants, in a pleasant environment with a mix of sun, shade, colour,
texture, fragrance, and softness of enclosure also encourage a sense of peacefulness
(White & Stoecklin, 2008).

Planting is not only an engineering project, but also an art. Actually, the feature of
many play areas can be showed through ecological them with vegetation. For example,
an interactive water play can be set in a stream habitat formed of plants which grow
best in cool, damp conditions. It is also very meaningful to put indigenous vegetation
in children’s activity areas so that children can experience, learn about and develop an
appreciation of their local environment. Some of the key advantages of using
vegetation in outdoor recreation areas for children are thus:
·Sensory stimulation: Plants and the things relevant like dirt, rock, bark chips, fallen
leaves and moss increase the differences in texture, color, odor, sound and in a better
situation, if there are vegetable patch or fruit trees, even sense of taste can be satisfied.

2-5 The little girl was attracted by the
flower on the tree. Taken by author

http://www.iciba.com/element/
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Excitement and challenge: Many children like playing a game of exploring or
hide-and seek. So a densely planted area is definitely a good choice. Fallen leaves in
various colours and shapes are also good materials for artistic creation.

Definition and separation: Just like what has been mentioned above, planting can be
used to mark a clear but natural and permeable separation between areas. And the
degree of sense of vision and hearing can be controlled through regulating height and
density of the plants.

Beautifying the environment combined with the site’s function: a green lawn is
especially suited for collective activities or group sports, where it allows children to
enjoy themselves regardless of safe or hygienic conditions. In hard environments with
equipments, embellishing several large trees could soften the hard facilities. In
building corners, planting some plants also can improve building environment.

·Controlling climate and purifying airy: As discussed earlier, plants can help to
moderate strong wind and sunshine.

The last thing it should be noticed is choosing plants. Obviously, indigenous species
are the first choice; poisonous plants should be avoided; rare trees should be planted
only in protected locations or with a certain protective means; and those with thorns,
very sticky sap, or staining berries should be passed over in favor of less hazardous
species(Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

2-6 vegetarian as definition tool，made by author
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2.2.2.22.2.2.22.2.2.22.2.2.2 AnimalsAnimalsAnimalsAnimals
Children have a natural affinity with animals. No matter the pigeons on the square or
the fish in the water can often fix children's attention. In adults’ eye, there may be an
impenetrable barrier between human beings and animals. They may face animals with
their own sense of superiority. But such an arrogant trace cannot be found in children.
Children’s affection towards animals could develop their good nature like kindness,
compassionateness, unselfishness, conscientiousness and so on.

Children’s outdoor space should offer an opportunity for children to contact with
animals in a natural environment, which they do not often experience at homes. Birds,
ducks, rabbits, gold fishes, this kind of small animals are good choice for children to
take to care or play with in relatively little place. Children can know about the life
cycle, from the birth of babies to the death of old animals, and learn the meaning of
responsibility by taking care of animals (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

2-7 Plant choice: Avenues with big trees far above may led a strong
sense of distance while modest planting avenues are more visible,
tangible and children-friendly. Made by author
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Of course, the stuff of the facility should be the first people who are responsible for
the animals. The animal should be given enough space for movement, and provide
shelter for bad weather. Besides, it is better to offer a clean area for children to feed
the animal fresh food and water, or pet them, or even just sit and watch them quietly.
And this space should be enclosed or semi-enclosed to mutual interference between
this action and other games.

Certainly there may be some space where are not possible to keep the animals due to a
certain reason. In this case, the species of plant which are easily to attract wild birds,
butterflies or other little wild animals should be chosen (Cooper Marcus & Francis,
1998).

It is necessary for children to learn that they are part of the ecosystem, and should
survive together with other living beings friendly.

2.2.2.32.2.2.32.2.2.32.2.2.3 GameGameGameGame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities andandandand equipmentequipmentequipmentequipment
In children outdoor activities space, some game facilities and equipment are necessary
to meet the needs of children. The degree to which children are fond of them is a key
factor that determines whether the space is successful one or not. The choice of game
facilities and equipment should have a positive role in guiding and promoting
children’s intelligence, imagination and creativity.

2-8 Animals attract people (from http://blog.roodo.com/walkingcat/8fff6aa1.jpg)
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GGGGameameameame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities ofofofof naturalnaturalnaturalnatural elementselementselementselements
Water, sand, dirt and other natural elements have a strong appeal to children. The play
facilities of natural elements commonly include sand pit, pool, architectural pieces
and so on.
1). Sand pit can be designed into various shapes, often there are square, rectangle,
polygon, round, curve and a straight combination. Considering of the uses and
aesthetics, the angles contained by two straight lines should be changed into arcs, to
get a better landscape planning effect (Xiao & Hao, 2007).

The sand pits are best on the sunny side, which not only benefits children‘s health, but
also sterilizes the sand. The side of the sand pit should play the role of keeping sand
within the box, but can also be used for children to sit, play and cross. Thus, it should
not be too high. It is also important to pay attention to the cleaning issues, to maintain
the sand soft and clean, and change the sand regularly (Xiao & Hao, 2007).

2) The pool better selects highly faired shape. And the water depth should be
controlled between 20 and 50cm (Gao et al. 2009). Color mosaic pavement can be
used on the surface of the bottom, and be combined with fountains, sculptures, or
garden furniture (Xiao & Hao, 2007). The water should be changed regularly.

From ecological aspect, water can increase the humidity of surrounding environments,
especially in the hot summer. The water can play a significant role in improving the
micro-climate, reducing the temperature and increasing humidity (Jun Lin, 2007).

2-9 An attractive platform could be failed to appeal to
children if it or its access points virtually disappeared.
Thus, facilities should be built on children’s scale! Made

by author
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Certainly, playing with water is one of the most popular games among children in
summer. However, during the winter time，the pool can be emptied and changed into a
sand pit (Xiao & Hao, 2007). In cold areas, it also can be changed into a skating ring.

3) Architectural pieces also serve as an organic part of children’s outdoor activity
places. It is better for designers to combine these pieces with children’s favorite
images of characters in fairy tales which inhabit the playing space with their lively
configuration and vivid colors. Three points should be highlighted when designing
architectural pieces in children’s activity space: firstly, deciding their form and scale
according to the whole environment of surrounding and the characteristics of
children’s physiology and psychology; Secondly, giving them not only the function of
beautifying the space but also the features of interest and participation combining with
the special characteristics of children, like vivacity and curiosity. Lastly, the layout of
pieces should have a nice relationship with residential buildings, game equipments
and even plants to make the outside space much richer (Xiao & Hao, 2007).

2-10 Nature elements like water and sand are necessary. Taken by author
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MMMMan-madean-madean-madean-made playingplayingplayingplaying apparatusapparatusapparatusapparatus
Most children like the gross motor physical activities in an outdoor play area. In order
to catch up this interest of children, several companies have marketed components
purposely designed for creating large diversified structures. I t is important to keep in
mind that these playing equipments for children to climb, swing and slid better
provide the pleasant texture of wood, the group-swinging opportunities of
horizontally hung tires, the popularity of steering wheels and the challenge of
swinging bridges (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

However, it does not mean that the traditional swings or child-powered
merry-go-rounds are no longer popular, on the contrary, these traditional apparatus
may seem old-fashioned to adults but not so to children (Krichevsky &Prescott,
1969 ).
When it comes to the individual apparatus and site, the following points should be
considered:

• Since wooden or metal seats may lead to serious injury, swings for children
should be designed with sling or tire variety. Slide bed can be extra-wide,
which allow two or three children slide at the same time. This kind of wide
sliding beds also offers opportunities for going up and down, rolling objects
and so on.

• Children can climb on stumps, boulders, nets, ladders and more. Designers
should try to make good use of natural and man-made resource to create a
variety of challenge for children as far as possible. Structures are more
suitable when they have accessories that can be taken off, so that they can be
changed periodically, and maintain the appeal for children.

2-11 in children’s image, Mickey is one of the most favorite

characters in fairy tales. Taken by author
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2.2.2.42.2.2.42.2.2.42.2.2.4 safetysafetysafetysafety issuesissuesissuesissues
There is an incompatible fact existing in children outdoor activities: According to the
related research results of children games, more challenging the games are, more
likely children’s mental and physical levels are improved through playing the games.
On the other hand, it also seems that more challenging the games are, more risk the
children may take. Because of a fear of causing injuries, some caregivers tend to take
some excessive protective measures like reducing the difficulties of games, or even
forbid their kids to join in this kind of risk-taking games. Thus, from the angle of
glass-roots caregivers, like teachers and parents, safety issue is definitely the most
important element of children’s outdoor activities, so they choose excessive protective
measures rather than challenging of games. While, from the aspect of high-level
decision-makers, like educators or experts, excessive protective measures and
monopolizing everything for children violate the aim of healthy physical and mental
development, as well as strangle the nature of children.

However, if there are any possibility that the safety issue and the challenge issue can
interact with each other to achieve a coextensive and “win-win” situation?
Specifically, that is to say, whether it is possible to prevent children from accidental
injury at the same time respecting their nature, giving them enough opportunities to
enjoy the fun from exploration and challenge? The answer is obvious. The key here is
to apply a positive attitude when considering about the source of accident. Children’s
injury could occur in every links of the games, some of which are foreseeable and
preventable, the other are not. Therefore, there are two crucial things:

Focus on the former, accident that can be foreseen, the best solution is strengthening
inspection and protection so that possible accidents can be reduced to the minimum.
According to general experience and statistics, the most common accident is fall,
followed by the collision and crushing injury. While the most dangerous is the
accident result from equipments hooking into children’s clothing, the ropes on
children twining round the equipments and so on. Thus, when it comes to the design,
production and installation of these game equipments, there should be a series of strict
rules. For example, if any of the games may lead to fall ill down, there should be
proper protective means under the game equipment; wherever the raised platform or
slopes are designed, handrails should be provided so that children can pull themselves
up. Besides, a strict inspection system of instrument and equipment is necessary. It
includes that whether the structure is bent, loose, broken and whether the edge of
equipment is concave-convex, sharp or fragmentary. What is more, designers should
have an accurate estimate of children’s ability levels of outdoor activities, particularly
paying more attention to the differences among children with different ages and
physical qualities.

Here, caregivers also play an important role. Before doing outside activities,
caregivers should check on that whether their children are wearing in suitable clothes
to ensure safety; when organizing outside activities, caregivers should make a full
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consideration about the size of space, the number of participators and the difficulty of
the game to prevent congestion and collision.

However, prevent would have decreased the accidents, but couldn’t eliminate them. A
definitely harmless children’s outdoor activity space is in the non-existence. “No such
an outdoor activity space exists in the world where is absolutely safe for children, if
there is, that would be no child using it” (Tang, 2002). From this aspect, accidents in
the challenging games are actually inevitable “facts” and “price”. Thus, faced to these
unforeseeable and unpreventable accidents, medical health care regulations and
measures should be completed. For example, there should be at least one medical
station sited in or nearby, and some basic medicine should be prepared.

Therefore the author suggested in the article that steps be taken to strengthen
inspection and protection so that possible accidents are reduced to the minimum, and
invest in accident insurance.

In fact, the security and the challenge are not contradictory in nature. Because most
over-protective measures will only weaken children's ability to conquer the challenges
and risks, on the contrary, children's mental and physical improvement can be
improved through a flexible selection of play, and a free process of creating. What
designers could do is trying their best to minimize accidents through more appropriate
and humane designs. Besides, the related safety regulations and medical measures
should be set up. In this sense, the more challenging environment, the more safe and
valuable it is.

2.32.32.32.3 spacespacespacespace forforforfor specialspecialspecialspecial groupsgroupsgroupsgroups

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor infantsinfantsinfantsinfants

The content in this chapter above is mainly focus on preschool children (3-5) and
school children (6-12). If children are a special group distinguished from adults,
infants thus could be described as “special in the special” because their cranial nerve
are not fully development and thus need to be enfolded in the arms or at least
supervised constantly by caregivers in the whole activity process (Klarqvist & Ye,
1994). Considering about this particularity, activity spaces or play facilities for infants
are necessary to be separated, but if possible, visually connected to the older
children’s play yard (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

The play areas for infants should be located within 50 metres of walking distance free
of traffic and possible to survey from areas for caregivers (Klarqvist & Ye, 1994).
Besides, humane design of facilities should be apply to the meet the needs of infants.
For instance, a place where they can lie, roll around and creep without being
constantly stood on or stumbled over by their walking counterparts, a cutaway tire
swing which allows them to enjoy the fun from swinging or a comfortable hammock
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under the tree which provides an outside environment for them to take a nap (Cooper
Marcus & Francis, 1998).

In regard to very tiny babies, up to 12 month (before they crawl), they are in the phase
of sensory development. The physical environment around them is critical (Cooper
Marcus & Francis, 1998). Objects like mobiles, prisms, wind chimes and colourful
plants are more probable to draw their attentions. Besides, sunshine and shade should
be provided because infants’ skin is so tender that it is easy to get sunburnt. What is
more, babies at this age or even older, like looking at themselves, so that some
mirrored surfaces should be available for them (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

The activity space for crawling babies requires a hard and level surface because
babies in this case phase may spend most of their time in baby walkers. The
difference between materials in surface, like macadamized roadways and grassy lawns,
as well as the change in elevation, such as a raised platform or a gently ramp, can
interest these babies. Besides, they also begin to try some game facilities, like playing
in very shallow pools or sitting on traditional baby swings or rolling toys on ramp-like
slides (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998).

2-12 space without shade, taken by

author
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To the toddlers, almost all the elements provided for preschoolers can be used by
them, although sometimes on a smaller scale. Compared with those very little babies,
they need more spacious play (Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998). Thus, larger spaces
and more comprehensive equipment and material should be provided. Slides,
see-saws, rocking horse and sling swings are good choices; equipments like wheeled
toys and push-and-pull toys which need a hard supporting base or surface are also
popular among them. Besides, children at this age are also old enough to enjoy the fun
from sand play.

Study shows that children between one year and a half and two years of age are fond
of fantasy play and can appreciate settings and props for this kind of activities
(Cooper Marcus & Francis, 1998). However, in reality, yards for toddlers are often
less interesting than those for preschool and school children including less variety and
fewer play opportunities because of inadequate assumptions about those
two-year-olds (Kritchevsky &Prescott, 1969). It would be better lean to create more
complex and various play environments to ensure children experiencing the
satisfaction of self-directed choice and the opportunity to develop a longer attention
span (Kritchevsky &Prescott, 1969).

2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor thethethethe disableddisableddisableddisabled childrenchildrenchildrenchildren

Scientific study shows that one to seven years old is the best period for treating

2-13 no swing is prepared for little
babies (Taken by author)
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disabled children, recovering and compensating physical and mental defects to the
most degree, while a proper outside activity is benefit for almost every person (Mille.
et al. 2005). Thus, participating in outside activities is definitely an ideal method for
the compensatory and recovery of disabled children. The outside activity space can
not only offer the playing place for the disabled children to improve physical quality
and physical coordination，but the communicating opportunities between the disabled
and the healthy children. It can also make these disabled children acquire some living
techniques when they are playing games.

Compared with normal children, disabled children suffer from more risk (Mao & Zhan,
2005). Therefore, safety issues are especially important. Firstly, space should have are
a good accessibility, which is convenient for disabled children to enter or leave;
secondly, no matter the scale of space or the size of play facilities should be also
available for disabled children which allow them to play together with other children;
lastly, disabled children always need company or supervision when they are playing,
so there should be enough rest areas around the play yard, and from these areas to the
play area, a clear vision should be provided.

The natural elements are also conspicuous for disabled children. A blind child may not
appreciate the sight of flowers competes in splendor but can smell the strong scent of
flowers; a lame child may not experience running madly in the meadow but still can
feel the softy of grass through touching.

A contact with nature can make disabled children mood cheerful. Increase
understanding of nature can nurture their love, enhance their consciousness to protect
environment and find a sense of achievement through fulfilling this responsibility,
which has a positive effect to their physical and mental development.
Shrubs not only can reduce the intense pressure that big trees bring to children who
are disabled, but also allow these children to closely observe their growth, touch their
leaves and smell their flowers (Su, 1994).

Playing with little animals can reduce disabled children’s feeling of loneliness and
solitude; looking after little animals can give disabled children who always need
others’ caring a satisfied sense of giving.

Handicapped children need humanistic concern rather than special treatment. Being
treated as a disability in public may leave a shadow to children’s psychology, even
cause a dissocial and abnormal emotion, which will have an unfavorable influence on
their growth. For disabled children, the most important thing is that treating them as
the normal, giving them the same rights with other kids (pilger & Heerde, 1980). Thus,
the most challenging thing to designers is fully considering the characteristics of
disabled children at the same time paying enough attention to the needs of normal
children (pilger & Heerde, 1980). If it is possible, a common design should be applied.
It means that the activity space should allow disabled children play together with

http://s.wanfangdata.com.cn/paper.aspx?f=detail&q=%e4%bd%9c%e8%80%85%3a%22Patrick+A.+Mille%22++DBID%3aWF_QK
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normal children. Through communicating with each other, disabled children could
build a bright outlook on life while normal children could learn not to discriminate
people with disability. Well worth mentioning is that although highlighting an equal
treatment, in most cases, making certain appropriate readjustments is necessary. For
example, applying swings with handrails, using more aromatic and non-toxic plants
(Su, 1994)

2222....4444 KKKKeyeyeyey dimensionsdimensionsdimensionsdimensions
A final consideration in the design of a children’s outdoor activity space may well be
the creation of some key dimensions, which also could be used as a checklist by
designers and educators.

UsersUsersUsersUsers servedservedservedserved

1. Does the space provide play opportunities for children’s physical development and
cognitive and perceptual development to the largest extent?

2. Are there settings to encourage imagination and role-playing behavior and foster
social integration/ inclusion?

3. Whether all age groups are contemplated by the facilities in the space?
4. Are there areas for smaller and larger groups to play as well as areas for children

to play by themselves?
5. Are there enough spaces and recreational facilities for caregivers?
6. Are there enough spaces and recreational facilities for caregivers and children to

play together?
7. Is there professional staff, such as administrative staff, security staff and medical

personnel, in the space or at close proximity?

LocationLocationLocationLocation andandandand sizesizesizesize

8. Has the space incorporated as much play and learning value use by children, or
provided enough variety and opportunity of activity for children?

9. Can all parts of the space have been good use by children?
10. Is there at least 6.7 square meters to stay put 3.5 square meters of outdoor space

per child?

RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood

11. Are there structures or facilities made for the visual and acoustic connection
between children and the neighborhood around?

12. Is fencing designed to be visually permeable but not climbable?

EntranceEntranceEntranceEntrance

13. Does the entrance convey necessary information to potential users?
14. Is the entrance both inviting to children and reassuring to caregivers?
15. Is there a place with something that children can interact at the entrance rather

than just an abrupt gate in a wall?
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TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography

16. Does the square have natural topography like slopes, mounds, hollows etc. If there
is, has the topography been incorporated into the design? And if there is not, was
an elevation change provided by moving earth?

TransitionTransitionTransitionTransition betweenbetweenbetweenbetween indoorsindoorsindoorsindoors andandandand outdoorsoutdoorsoutdoorsoutdoors

17. Is there a comfortable and natural access from building to yard, with the
possibility for children to judgment the situation before going out?

18. Are there some flexible transitional structures like porches and arcades?
19. Are there covered spaces which make outside activities available even on rainy

days or rather hot days?

ActivityActivityActivityActivity areasareasareasareas andandandand pathspathspathspaths

20. Have the activity pockets for different purposes been well-defined? Especially,
have gross motor physical play areas been separated from quieter cognitive play
areas?

21. Do the paths run adjacent to instead of intruding into activity areas? Do the paths
lead to distinct goals?

22. Do the barriers between different pockets permit awareness of activities nearby
while effectively separating potentially conflicting uses?

23. Are there dead spaces or large scale of empty spaces without visible boundaries
and equipments?

VegetationVegetationVegetationVegetation andandandand greengreengreengreen structurestructurestructurestructure

24. Are the plants selected to benefit children’s sensory stimulation?
25. Does the planting design provide play opportunities to children like climbable

trees, natural areas for explore?
26. Has the vegetation been used as a natural barrier between areas?
27. Does the vegetation have the function of beautifying the environment?
28. Have plants been used to control microclimate and purify air?
29. Are the indigenous species the first choice when selecting plants?

AnimalsAnimalsAnimalsAnimals

30. Are there various small and inoffensive animals in the space?
31. Are there spaces for children to watch, to feed or to play with animals?
32. Is there professional staff to take care of these animals?

GameGameGameGame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities andandandand equipmentequipmentequipmentequipment

33. Are there some game facilities of natural elements like sand pit, pool, lawn and so
on?

34. Are there well-designed assemble man-made playing apparatus?
35.Are these facilities and equipments multi-used according to the changes of climate
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and weather?

SafetySafetySafetySafety issuesissuesissuesissues

36. Is there a good balance between protective measures and game challenges?
37. Is there a strengthening inspection in order to minimize the foreseeable and

preventable risks?
38. Do the equipments show a consideration of children with different ages and

physical qualities?
39. Is there a medical station sited in or nearby in case of injury that is unforeseeable

or unpreventable?

SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor specialspecialspecialspecial groupsgroupsgroupsgroups

40. Are there spaces specially designed for babies (0-2)?
41. Are there sensory stimuli for very tiny babies?
42. Are there different textural surfaces like glass, mats, or very shallow pools for

crawling babies?
43. Have comprehensive game equipments and a complex play environment been

provided for toddlers?
44. Is there a possibility for children with and without disabilities to play together?
45. Does the design show an equal treatment to disabled children while making

certain appropriate readjustments for them?
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Chapter3Chapter3Chapter3Chapter3 TTTThehehehe developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopmentalalalal statusstatusstatusstatus ofofofof urbanurbanurbanurban outdooroutdooroutdooroutdoor

activityactivityactivityactivity spacespacespacespace forforforfor childrenchildrenchildrenchildren

3.13.13.13.1 CCCCasesasesasesases studystudystudystudy inininin SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden
Within a country it is the larger cities that attract more people to work and live there,
and these are also the areas where the government needs to plan the careful
management and use of the space for the citizens who live there. So it will be easier to
find examples of recreational areas for children in parks located in big cities.
Stockholm and Malmo are the first and third biggest city in Sweden, with a well
developed system of public spaces: Stockholm is the capital of Sweden, and here we
could find many leisure parks everywhere in old cities. Malmö is a beautiful city in
Sweden, with many different kinds of public space in the city, especially theme parks.
They have abundant ideas about play equipments for children. So that young people
could choose the exact park they want to go and have fun there. The other reason we
chose these two cities was a practical one: it is easier to find information.

3.1.13.1.13.1.13.1.1 ---- MalmMalmMalmMalmöööö

Malmö is located in Sweden southern tip of Oresund, and on the southwest side of
Baltic sea. Additionally, it has a favourable location, neighboring the Danish capital--
Copenhagen. It is Sweden's third largest port, and it is also a transit port for European
trade.

Malmö is working to be an attractive leisure city where the citizens of Malmö to find
recreational activities that enrich their daily lives and provide positive experiences.
(www. Malmö.se) Malmö is called the City of parks.There are over 200 municipal
playgrounds in Malmö, and 19 of them are theme parks with different themes , like a
water park, a sports park, a spiral park, etc. Because of the uniqueness of the theme
and the creative equipments, these parks are very attractive for children in Malmö.
The examples we chose are Sagolekplatsen and Folkets park (red spots in picture 3-1).
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1111 SagolekplatsenSagolekplatsenSagolekplatsenSagolekplatsen
The most characteristic parks in the city are the thematic parks. This one is named
Sagolekplatsen. It is located near city library. We went there on Sunday, so there were
more people playing there and could have a talk with us. The theme of this park is
fairytales. As a father we asked in the park told us, it is one of the most successful
theme parks in Malmö.

3-1 location of two parks (from google map)

3-2 location of Sagolekplatsen (from google map)
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UUUUserssersserssers
The main users here are younger than 7years old. The reason for this is there is not
enough play equipments for older children.
LLLLocationocationocationocation andandandand SizeSizeSizeSize
It is near Malmö’s city library (picture 3-4). The road in the picture is an important
access point to the park. Additionally, this park is also next to Slottsparken which
owns lots of green space. The size of this small park is like a basketball count.
RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood
It is not a place near residential district, but not far from city centre.
GameGameGameGame areaareaareaarea andandandand pathpathpathpath
It is easy to find this place, if you go follow the road Regemnetsgatan or the road in
front of city library.

3-3, 3-4 environment outside (taken by authors)

3-5 topography (taken by Susanna Lewis)
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TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography
There are different kinds of landscape which make this place more interesting
designed here. There are fake mountains, rivers and small islands located here. These
are all made by plastic and manual grass. (picture 3-5 )
EEEEntrancentrancentrancentrance
There are two entrances here, and the main is the one face to slottsparken.
PlantsPlantsPlantsPlants
The big trees stand here are the background and a good barrier between the busy road
and this place. The shrubs here are out of the children zone. They are green, healthy
and also the fences of this place.
SafeSafeSafeSafe issuesissuesissuesissues

Picture 3-6 shows an equipment shaped as a tower. It is the highest point in this small
park, and children like to climb it, so that they can have an overlook at all the park, or
they can slide down with the leaning poles. This one is designed for larger children to
play. The first ladder is about 80cm high, so that small children cannot climb on to
this tower. It is a simple idea that already defines who the primary users of the
equipment can be. The materials of the ground here are safe for children. The hills and
the ground are made by plastic, also with fake grass on them.

3-6 tower in the park
(taken by author)
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3-7 the materials of land are colorful and safe (Taken by author)

GameGameGameGame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities andandandand equipmentsequipmentsequipmentsequipments
We can see creative equipments everywhere: the ground of the area is full of fake
mushrooms and flowers. Kids can creep in the big mushrooms or climb onto the big
flowers (picture 3-8). In the night, the mushrooms will be lighten on, that makes that
part warm and lightful. The fake hills and islands are also welcome for kids, small
children younger than 5 like to climb onto the green hills. There are also swings
located at the side of this place. The tower and the colorful rainbow slide are both
symbols for this park.
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SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor caregiverscaregiverscaregiverscaregivers
There are many chairs with different shapes around that place, so parents can sit
around and watch their children. Some of them just sat around on the plastic surface.

3-8 equipments in the park (taken by authors)

3-9 caregivers in the park (taken by authors)
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2.Folketspark2.Folketspark2.Folketspark2.Folketspark
UUUUserssersserssers
There are different users in Foketsparken. The main users of the equipments are
children. Although there are not too much equipments for adults, many people gather
here. The reason for this is there is much green space around here.
LLLLocationocationocationocation andandandand SizeSizeSizeSize
This place is about 10 minutes walk from city centre. It is a big playground with many
playground, like horsing area, swimming pool, the public area, etc. The public area
for children is about 20×60 meters big.

RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood
There are several residential buildings here, many people come here on foot, and we
could also see some disabilities come here.
GameGameGameGame areaareaareaarea andandandand pathpathpathpath
There are many roads connecting to this park. In the park there are many roads
leading to this area, but with no sign for this place. In that case, people can just walk
along with the small road in the park to reach the place, and it is not hard for people to
find there. Additionally, there are other playgrounds near here, like horse house,
Arabian palace, swimming pool, huge wheel, etc. This whole park is filled with fun.

3-10, location of the park (google map)
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TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography
The ground here is almost flat, no special type.
EEEEntrancentrancentrancentrance
There are two big entrances for the big park, and there are two roads in the park
connecting the entrance and the yard.
PlantsPlantsPlantsPlants
As a big playground in Malmö, and run for several years, there are many big trees in
this park. Furthermore, shrubs are mainly used as the fences of the playgrounds.
GameGameGameGame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities andandandand equipmentsequipmentsequipmentsequipments
In these two pictures we can see two different size climbing nets(picture3-16,3-17)in
public space, the big net is the highest equipment here, the highest point of the net is
over 4 meter high. Small children choose second one (picture 3-17) to play rather than
big one.

3-13, horse house in Folketspark
(taken by authors)

3-11, swimming pool as skiing ground
in Folketspark (taken by authors)

3-12, swimming pool in Folketspark
(taken by authors)

3-14, other playgrounds in Folketspark
(taken by authors)
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The picture is about the most popular project of this place—the combined slide, this
slide attracts many children to come. The main reason of its popularity is that it
includes many different functions: climbing, sliding, and creeping through holes.
Children can experience different fun there.

This picture shows climbing equipment, it is a group of nets which imitates the sail of
a boat. From the picture we can see that not only children, but also adults like to do
some exercises on the nets.

3-15, 3-16, climbing nets in Folketspark (taken by authors)

3-17, combined slide (taken by authors)
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SafeSafeSafeSafe issuesissuesissuesissues
The material of this huge slide is suitable for children: the edges and the skeleton f the
slide are wooden, and there is no sharp angle there (Picture3-19). The exits of the
tunnels are made of plastic, so that when young people slide out, they won’t hurt their
back.

3-19 combined slide in Folketspark (taken by authors)

3-18 climbing nets in Folketspark (taken by authors)
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SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor caregiverscaregiverscaregiverscaregivers
They have no enough place to rest or play for adults, most parents who watching their
children just stand nearby the equipments in this area.
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice
Although there are many equipments here, there is no good place for adults to have a
rest , some grown-ups just sit on the low chairs for children. That is not comfortable
and they have taken children’s room.

3.1.2.3.1.2.3.1.2.3.1.2. StockholmStockholmStockholmStockholm

Stockholm is the capital of Sweden. It is located on Sweden's south-central east coast
where meets the Baltic Sea. The central parts of the city consist of fourteen islands
that are continuous with Stockholm group islands. The geographical city centre is
situated on the water, in the bay Riddarfjärden. Over 30% of the city is made up of
parks and green spaces. In 2009, Stockholm was awarded title of first European Green
Capital by the European Commission, so we can easily find green space in different
size in Stockholm (wiki pedia). The examples we choose are Vanadispark and
Fritidspark. We took bus to arrive there, it is about 15minites from the central station
to Vanadispark. It is not far between these two places, it is about 400metes.

1111 VanadisparkVanadisparkVanadisparkVanadispark
UUUUserssersserssers
The users here are children who are from 2-7 and their caregivers. Sometimes, several
teachers from a kindergarten not far from here will bring their children to play here.
LLLLocationocationocationocation andandandand SizeSizeSizeSize

3-20 locations of two examples in Stockholm (google map)
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This public park is located in Vanadispark of Stockholm. It is a mountain park.

RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood
There are several residential buildings opposite this big park, it is easy to come to this
public space.
GameGameGameGame areaareaareaarea andandandand pathpathpathpath
This picture shows us the whole sight of the place, it is sited in the Vanadispark.
People chose a big flat area for the children activities. There are more equipments in
the narrow side, and it looks a little empty in the opposite side.

3-21 locations of Vanadispark in Stockholm (google map)
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TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography
The slide bed in this picture (Picture 3-23) is built on a slope and the height is about 4
meters. We can see that children like to climb onto it, so that they can slide down or
have an overlook at the whole park. On addition, all the ground here is flat except this
slide.

3-22 overview of Vanadispark (taken by author)

3-23 slide bed (taken by author)
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EEEEntrancentrancentrancentrance
There is only one entrance to get in. On other side of the yard, it is not suitable for
entrance.
PlantsPlantsPlantsPlants
This place is located in a park, and this park is full of big trees and shrubs. There are
no plants inside the yard....
GameGameGameGame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities andandandand equipmentsequipmentsequipmentsequipments

There is also a big slide here (Picture3-24). Most
parts of this slide bed are made of wood. This one
is smaller and lower than the one in Malmoparken,
but it is also popular to children. There are other
equipments here, for example, swings tiny houses
and fake boat, etc.

SafeSafeSafeSafe issuesissuesissuesissues
The material of the lean slide and the stairs is steel (Picture 3-23), it is very slide and
cold in the winter. I fell down at the incline two times during climbing onto it. If the
material was changed to plastic, it would be more appropriate. The material of the
legs of the slide in picture 3-24 is wooden.

SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor caregiverscaregiverscaregiverscaregivers
There is a pavilion in this place, and some chairs stand in and around that pavilion. So
that grown-ups and children can gather around and sit together.
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice
If they set another pavilion on the other side of this place, which will be a good idea
for parents to watch their children, and that will make this place not that empty.

2.Fritidspark2.Fritidspark2.Fritidspark2.Fritidspark inininin StockholmStockholmStockholmStockholm
UUUUserssersserssers
The main users here to use the equipments are younger than 7years old children. The
parents of these kids are also come and watch their children to play.

LLLLocationocationocationocation andandandand SizeSizeSizeSize

3-24, slide bed (taken by author)
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This park is near Stockholm city library, from the map we can see that this park is
belong to Observatonelunden.
Observatonelunden is a big open
park with small hills on its side, it
is good place for different age
people to have a walk here.

RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood
People who live not far from this park like this park,
GameGameGameGame areaareaareaarea andandandand pathpathpathpath
Game area is between a building and the hill. There is no signal for people to find this
place, so it is maybe hard for strangers to find it.
TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography
This picture (picture 3-26) is taken at a higher point in this park, from the picture we
can see it is not a big park, but there are many facilities here. On the left hand, it is the
hill of Observatonelund. In this place, there is also a slide that makes use of
topography (picture3-27). Kids like to slide down or ski down from the lean.

3-25, location of Fritidspark

(taken by author)

3-26, overview of the park (taken by
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EEEEntrancentrancentrancentrance
There is no real entrance for this park, the side near street is open for everyone. But,
the building (right side in picture 3-25)and the mountain surround this site make this
place not so open.

PlantsPlantsPlantsPlants
We can see plants on the hill rather than in this place.

GameGameGameGame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities andandandand equipmentsequipmentsequipmentsequipments
This picture (3-28) is a machine that let children to see cartoons here. It is a new idea
in playground. In picture 3-29, it is a rolling ring for kids.There are other many
different projects to play here, sliding, basketball, ice hockey, skiing, etc. There is also
a big slide in flat area, just like the one in Vanadispark

3-27, make use of topography (taken by author)
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From these examples above, we have found that the all assorted slides are popular to
children, because slides have many functions to meet the needs of children, most of
the slides are suit for the ones who are 3-10years old, and especially for the young
children who are not in primary school. This kind of design is good for children’s
intelligent development: A science research on brain shows us that the age 3 to 5 is an
important period for brain growing, in this period, children need to play in many ways
to exercise different sense organs. Assorted slides give children chance to climb, to
touch, to collide and to slide. So the coordination of limbs, visual and auditory and
tactile can be well developed.

RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood
People live near like to come here. But there is no signal outside this place, strangers
may cannot find this place.

SafeSafeSafeSafe issuesissuesissuesissues
The materials of the facilities are all safe for kids to play, with the nice rest place ,
parents can keep their children safe.

SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor caregiverscaregiverscaregiverscaregivers
When we were doing our survey, some parents told us they like this park better than
the one in Vanadispark. The reason is that parents can have a good rest here in the
house that showed in picture3-30. In this house, parents owns a warm and
comfortable space not far from their children, they can also have coffee and tea here.
Additionally, there is another place for adult to watch their children closely－ the
pavilion near the basketball stand( in picture 3-31).

3-28, cartoon machine
(taken by author)

3-29, rolling ring (taken by author)
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AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice
There are too many things here. We think some equipments should not mixed with
other together, like the basketball stand. Obviously, small children cannot play
basketball like bigger ones do.

3-30 restroom (taken by author)

3-31 pavilion (taken by author)
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3.3.3.3.2222 CaseCaseCaseCase studystudystudystudy inininin Nanjing--Nanjing--Nanjing--Nanjing--KKKKeyeyeyey dimensiondimensiondimensiondimension foundfoundfoundfound inininin NanjingNanjingNanjingNanjing
In the past days, many people thought that play bring nothing but harm, which is not a
kind of positive performance. The exam -oriented education forces teachers and
parents to foster their children’s interests and hobbies mainly based on academic study.
Though it is a little better now, the trainings are also limited to music, painting and so
on indoor skills rather than cultivating their capacity and creativity in outside space.
This concept strikes root in the heart of designers. They never pay more attention to
this aspect, at best put some manufacturer custom facilities that without much
innovation and creativity. Therefore, the overall level of children’s outdoor activity in
China is relative low, basically stays in the "sand pit + slide" model. Children are
forced to accept the current boring and dull game content.

There are only few real children outdoor spaces now and even fewer are really
professional and well-designed in China. In some metropolises, like Beijing, Shanghai
and Nanjing, there are better situation, but far from enough. In this section, we want
to introduce and analyze the development status of children’s outdoor activity space in
Nanjing.

UsersUsersUsersUsers servedservedservedserved

Unlike most European cities, in Nanjing there are rare outdoor spaces especially
designed for children. The normal situation is a mix-using of activity space and
facilities between children and adults. It is often to see that elderly people doing
morning exercises using an equipment which exactly become the play facility for
children in the afternoon. Although an efficient using of facilities, it reflects a
thoughtless design, which is not in conformity with the characteristics of children’s
development. We advocate that adults sometimes participate in children’s game or
accompany with them, but in the way helping their play, watching their performance,
taking a rest or doing some exercise beside rather than sharing or even occupying
their game facilities. That is to say, in a well-designed children outdoor activity space,
a rich consideration of caregivers’ space and facilities are also important and should
be separate from children’s.

LocationLocationLocationLocation andandandand sizesizesizesize

In Nanjing, most children outdoor spaces could hardly be called with a child-friendly
location, some are sited beside the busy traffic roads, some are difficult to reach, some
are without a good microclimate and some others are nothing but an empty field that
with very little play and learning values.
Besides, many activity spaces are too small to afford a group of children playing at
the same time. Thus, children scramble for yard to play balls or fight for chance to use
game facilities are nothing new now in the crowded city.

http://www.iciba.com/children/
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RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith neighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhoodneighborhood

Children’s outside activity spaces in Nanjing normally be built as part of a park,
besides a pavement, adjacent to a school, in a residential area, or attached to
enterprises and institutions. But most of them did not make a good use of favorable
environment. For example, some play grounds are simply surrounded by solid walls
and it is hard to find any high points like a tower, a platform or a tree house to look
over outside of the limited play yard, where thus fail to provide children a feeling of
being part of the neighborhood and the larger community. Besides, a small amount of
activity spaces jar with the surroundings or local cultural backgrounds.

EntranceEntranceEntranceEntrance

The general situation of entrance’s design of children’s outdoor space in Nanjing is
not good enough. Majority of them fail to convey enough information about the space,
not to mention strong characteristics showing that it is just the place for children to
exercise body strength, to inspire creativity and to find fresh things. Even worse, the
users could never think that it is a space for children when standing before the entry.
Thus, they are far from attractive. A notice board often can be seen at the entrance, but
always lack of information about what is special and what should pay more attention
to there.

TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography

In the sites where have natural topography like slopes, mounds, hollow, or waters, the
rich natural topographies are not developed or utilized to the best advantage. And if it
is flat, in most places, the designers just let it go rather than using earth excavated for
sand areas or water areas to create more play opportunities. At some places that do not
have natural topography, designers have not thought carefully on this point, they lose
the choice to make the cases more interesting and beautiful.

TransitionTransitionTransitionTransition betweenbetweenbetweenbetween buildingbuildingbuildingbuilding andandandand yardyardyardyard

Study find that in Nanjing, if there are buildings in children’s outside activity space,
structures like porches and arcades always can be seen. However, the real problem is,
in many outdoor spaces, there is not covered place at all, and thus these spaces only
could be laid empty in rainy or hot days.

ActivityActivityActivityActivity areasareasareasareas andandandand pathspathspathspaths

The accessibility of public space is also a dimension that will make public space
friendly. In some cases in Nanjing, the roads of the site cause accessible troubles for
people. The curbs and stairs of the cases are not well designed, so it is hard for wheel
chair or infant carriage to arrive.
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PlantsPlantsPlantsPlants andandandand plantingplantingplantingplanting

Plants have functions of isolation and cleaning, and they also can be the charming part
to attract people to come. When we asked child what they love in South lake park in
Nanjing, the answer showed us that: the swing, the flowers and the lake. We can see
from the answers, colourful plants attract children. Nature colors are more charming
than man-made. Further more, plants with good smell are also a good idea for public
space. The smell will help them to develop their olfactory sensation. Chinese like to
make big area green space, so do people in Nanjing, we found that in the public
spaces created in recent years, there have well designed plant landscape.

3-33 no ramps (taken by author)

3-34 a flowering plant is admired to give priority to with
watching flower (taken by author)
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AnimalsAnimalsAnimalsAnimals

In Nanjing, the most animal we can see in public space is dog, people like to raise a
dog and bring them to walk in their free time, for this point, Swedish and Chinese are
the same. But as we know, the nature environment in Sweden is better than China, in
Sweden, we can usually see different kinds of birds in public space, but in Chinese
cities， it is hard to find wild birds. To sum up, the existence of animals in public
space will bring more energy to the place, and also help them to build up the mind of
protecting animals.

3-36 dog in outdoor activity space (taken by author)

3-35 neatly trimmed plants with colourful leaves are also

used popularly (Taken by author)
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GameGameGameGame facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities andandandand equipmentequipmentequipmentequipment

In the children’s outdoor activity spaces that were surveyed, artificial facilities almost
take up 65%, natural props are used in a very small proportion of only 35%. Children
thus do not have enough chance to approach to the nature, let alone learn about it.

Besides, the types of equipment are relatively single. Most of architectural pieces
there are pavilions and pergolas; and most of the game facilities are slide, swing and
merry-go-round. Some others are without children’s characteristic and have been
mixed used by the adults as the fitness equipmnts. The limited type and single
function, as well as the adults’ occupation highly decreased the opportunities and
interests of children to use them.

SafetySafetySafetySafety issuesissuesissuesissues

Investigation found that most children’s game facilities are finished products that
were delivered directly from manufacturers. The benefit to developers is saving not
only labor but also money. And the materials of these finished facilities are mainly
iron, steel and wood, accounted for 77% of total proportion, while some soft and safe
materials, like rubber, are quite rare to be used. Metal apparatus, on one hand, cold in
winter while hot in summer; on the other hand, the surface paint probably chip badly
in windy and rainy days. When it comes to wood apparatus, most common situation is
loss of boards or lack of parts. Thus, the popularity and the security of them obviously
cannot get guarantee. Another serious problem is lack of necessary protective

3-37 the types of equipment are relatively single
(taken by author)

http://www.iciba.com/equipment/
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measures. For example, there are sometimes not proper protective means under the
game equipment which may lead to fall down; and handrails are often forgotten
wherever the raised platform or slopes are designed. In addition, it is worthwhile to
mention that there are risk factors existing not only in facilities but also in the
surrounding environment. For example, some activity spaces where a number of
prickly plants are planted; other spaces where the street lamps cannot work normally.

SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace forforforfor specialspecialspecialspecial groupsgroupsgroupsgroups

The space designed for children are much less than adults’. Most public space we
surveyed, like squares, parks, and residential areas, own jam facilities and space for
exercises. The equipments for young only take a little partition of all equipments.
What is more serious is that there is no space for infants (age 0-3) to play. Infants and
their parents can only stay out of play zone.

3.33.33.33.3 Conclusion-whatConclusion-whatConclusion-whatConclusion-what havehavehavehave learntlearntlearntlearnt aboutaboutaboutabout casescasescasescases inininin SwedenSwedenSwedenSweden andandandand

NanjingNanjingNanjingNanjing
In China, the big population forces government to build more residential buildings.
Especially in big cities, more and more people move to big cities and have caused big
stress to city environment. So, Chinese need to create more public space for people. In
the cases we found in Nanjing, there are many exercise tools for different people, but
only small part of them are for children. In that situation, most kids who want to play
in that space have no chance to do what they want, so they just play with the tools for
adults. Furthermore, the kids’ places are not well divided into different zones for
children from different ages. On these bad points, we can get ideas from Swedish
cases, and improve Chinese ones.

In Sweden, there are many well designed public space for children. They own
different tools and creative facilities for different age kids, even for very small ones.
And the nature environment around public space makes the place more friendly. But
in Swedish cases, we found that, parents hardly have chance to play with their
children, what they can do is watching nearby. On this question, cases in Nanjing give
us an idea to help with parents in Sweden. In Nanjing, planners mix all kinds tools
together, no matter for kids or for grown up. So that parents have chance to play near
their kids.

http://www.iciba.com/plant/
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Chapter4Chapter4Chapter4Chapter4 DesignDesignDesignDesign proposalproposalproposalproposal forforforfor moonlightmoonlightmoonlightmoonlight andandandand

sunshinesunshinesunshinesunshine squaresquaresquaresquare

4444.1.1.1.1 TheTheTheThe introductionintroductionintroductionintroduction ofofofof thethethethe casecasecasecase
Nanjing is one of the biggest cities in China, the population of Nanjing is bigger than
7million. Our case is located in the new city, northwest of Nanjing (picture 4-1), and it
is not far from the Qinhuai river (blue one of picture 4-1) which is considered as the
boundary between old and new city. At present, new city of Nanjing is full of tall
buildings. We can see that the park is surrounded by many residential buildings
(picture4-2), it is the only big outdoor public place around this community, so we
think it might be a good idea to improve this square to a more popular place here.

4-1 location of our case in Nanjing (made by author)
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4-2 location of our case (made by author)

In this area, there are several problems we want to solve:

(1)The(1)The(1)The(1)The parkparkparkpark isisisis divideddivideddivideddivided intointointointo twotwotwotwo partspartspartsparts

We can see from picture 4-2, this big open area is divided into two squares by Road
Horse-fodder gate street, this street is about 50meters wide (picture 4-3), so these two
parts cannot get connection with each other. This road is made up by 8 bus lanes, two
bicycle lanes and two pedestrian lanes. The upper part was named moonlight square,
and the other was named sunshine square. The theme of these two parts is planet and
stars. So we can see many circles as metaphors of stars in this area from high place

4-3 Section picture of the street (made by author)
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(2)These(2)These(2)These(2)These spacesspacesspacesspaces cannotcannotcannotcannot attractattractattractattract peoplepeoplepeoplepeople fromfromfromfrom allallallall agesagesagesages

There are about 8000 people living in the white tall buildings around the square. If
these two places are attractive, there should be many people gathering here. But the
fact shows us, these places are not well planned, they are usually empty at different
time (picture 4-4 and picture 4-5). There is no café or shop here, so it is hard for
people to get some drinks or newspaper in this area.

4-4 not attractive space (taken by author) 4-5 not attractive space (taken by author)

The users around here are from all ages, but most of them are old people, and the
exercise areas with facilities (picture4-6) attract more people than other place.

4-6 exercise area and main users (taken by author)

(3)Accessibility(3)Accessibility(3)Accessibility(3)Accessibility andandandand safesafesafesafe concernsconcernsconcernsconcerns needneedneedneed totototo bebebebe improvedimprovedimprovedimproved

In these two public space we can easily find accessibility problem, there are many
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stairs at the border of different spaces (picture 4-7).We cannot found ramp for
wheelchair or bicycle. In the night, some roads with no lights make the place not safe
enough(picture 4-8).

4-7 accessibility problems (taken by author)

4-8Road with no light (taken by author)

(4)Playground(4)Playground(4)Playground(4)Playground andandandand exerciseexerciseexerciseexercise placesplacesplacesplaces areareareare squeezedsqueezedsqueezedsqueezed inininin narrownarrownarrownarrow
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spacesspacesspacesspaces

The activity areas in these two places are both near the big street, and formed in belt
(picture4-9). So that the activities are restrained in narrow space, exercise tools are all
next to each other (picture 4-10). The other spaces of the square are almost empty,
they are not well used. We will move old facilities and add more to different areas.

4-9 location of play and exercises area (red part), taken by author

4-10 facilities are next to each other, taken by author

(5)Entrance(5)Entrance(5)Entrance(5)Entrance isisisis notnotnotnot enoughenoughenoughenough forforforfor peoplepeoplepeoplepeople

The square does not have enough entrance for people. There should be more entrance
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for from other directions of roads, so that people can arrive to the park easily.
Furthermore, If people who live in the buildings around the square want to walk to the
bus station, they need to walk a quite long road (red line in picture4-11).

    

(6)(6)(6)(6) MonotonousMonotonousMonotonousMonotonous TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography

The topography here is almost flat, about 70% area land here is full of trees and grass,
and these different plants stand on big lawns of these two public spaces. Designers did
not make different landscapes for people by topography changing. (picture 4-12and
4-13)

4-11 current entrances (blue points in this picture)

and routes to bus station, made by author
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(7)Squares(7)Squares(7)Squares(7)Squares areareareare usuallyusuallyusuallyusually lacklacklacklack ofofofof usersusersusersusers

From our research, we found that people mainly stay in facility areas and resting place
with shadow, people stay in resting places usually gather around and chat. There is no
shadow and comfortable chairs, neither privacy space. So they rarely walk in the
empty squares.

(8(8(8(8)Random)Random)Random)Random useuseuseuse ofofofof vegetationsvegetationsvegetationsvegetations

There are many kinds of plants in this park. The plants form different views around
these public spaces with different shapes and abundant colors. They make the places
look very beautiful. But we found the lawns here are not admitted to walk in, so that
so much big area cannot be used by people. Some vegetations just be used as barriers
to keep people out of these beautiful green areas.

4-12 monotonous topography
(taken by author)

4-13 monotonous topography,
(taken by author)

4-14 random use of vegetarians,
(taken by author)

4-15 random use of vegetarians ,
(taken by author)
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(9)Facilities(9)Facilities(9)Facilities(9)Facilities areareareare notnotnotnot enoughenoughenoughenough forforforfor kidskidskidskids

In these two public spaces, most facilities are for adults, when children want to play,
they find that there is not enough facilities for them to play(picture 4-16). What might
be good is, all tools are mixed together. So that parents and kids can play near each
other.(picture 4-17)

4-16 facilities (taken by author) 4-17 facilities (taken by author)

(10)ThemeThemeThemeTheme cannotcannotcannotcannot bebebebe seenseenseenseen

Two places’ theme is based on planet and stars, but this kind of theme can be seen
only in bird perspective, if we stand in the park, we cannot realize that this is a park
with a theme.
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4-18 the problems guide show (made by author)
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4.24.24.24.2 DesignDesignDesignDesign proposalproposalproposalproposal
To deal with the problems we mentioned, we will give our proposals in this part: first,
we will build a bridge to connect the two parts, bring some ramps to this park as
needed, and also add more entrances as needed, so that the accessibilities situation
will be improved.

Second, the lawns will be allowed to walk, so that we can add children playground
and exercise tools on lawns. To make the empty square more attractive, we will add a
café in moonlight square and a restaurant in sunshine square. In sunshine square, we
will also add an open air stage to bring more fun. For bigger kids, we will give them a
rock climbing slide and a skating area. With the vegetations, we will use them to
create some little spaces, so people can have more chatting place in good
environment.

To strengthen the theme of this park, we will put some planet element on the main
entrance, and make some exercise and play tools more interesting. In sunshine square,
there are seven different size yards shaped as the big bear star, but they are set there
with nothing charming. So our plan is change the seven yards into seven pools, and
uses a pump to let the water move.

We make a picture (4-19) to illustrate our proposal, the red numbers in this picture
will guide us to find the sites. We can also compare the differences between the
current situation and the proposal with this picture.
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(1)To solve the division question, we will build up a sky bridge to connect them, so
that the two parts can share the all the functions they have. The sky bridge should be 6
meters high, so that the two layer bus can pass. The bridge will have three group stairs
around an elevator to reach 6 meters high (picture 4-20).

4-19 proposal map, made by author
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4-20 advice on bridge, made by author

4-21 balance practice tool, made by author

(2)To let more people can do exercise or play, we will move old facilities to a lawn at
site 2. In this site, we will also add a new tool to show the planet theme, in this place
the balance columns will be ranged like solar system, the other stones and columns
here can be used as chairs.(picture 4-21)

(3)To make good use of the space, we believe it is much better to let people walk in
lawns. In that way, people will have more space and shadows. The bridge will also
help to improve the accessibility. Different people are allowed to cross two parts
through this bridge which owns an elevator. Additionally, kids can walk between
these two parts with their small bicycles. We will also add more ramps in the park, to
let wheelchairs or bike get through.
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4-22 playground for children, illustrated by author

(4)We will creative different playground for children from all ages.First is for small
kids, it is located in site 3. The main play tool here is a big slide set on plastic material.
This kind of material will protect the kids from colliding.The slide has many funtion
for children,for example climbing, sliding,crawling. We can also seen from picture is
that:the color s and and the shapes of these facilities are bright and creative, these
elements will make kids love this place.

4-23 example for skating area , from baidu website
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Second playground is skating area (picture 4-23), this area is located in site 4. At
present, we find that more and more children like skating. They are from all ages.
So we get an idea to build a playground for skating. In this area, there is a normal
round court for sliding wheel and a playground for skating board.

4-24 rock climbing slide, illustrated by author

The third is a rockclimbing slide(picture 4-24), it is a suitable for bigger children.
Most small Chinese fake mountains are made for creating different landscape, but not
for climb. So if some people climb onto the fake mountains, the stones of the
mountain may fall off. But the fact shows us many children like to climb the fake
mountain in this park, and that one is not safe. So we create a new fake mountain not
far from the old one. The new fake mountain will stand in sand with a slide, so that
kids will be attracted by this slide-sand place.

(5) If we create other entrances as we need(picture 4-25) , people from different
directions will easily arrive this park, and enjoy a short cut to the station compare to
the old route(picture 4-11).
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(6)The topography is almost flat now. We will make better use of the green space in
this park, and create more space with various topographies. So people can chat, play
chess,read books, or even lie on grass in these spaces to enjoy the sunshine.

4-25 more entrances and new route to go to bus station

Illustrated by author

4-26 one example for changing topography
(taken by author)
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(7)To make better use of the round squares, and attract more users to come, we will
build a new café in the centre of the big round square (site 7), and create resting space
for people. So that people can buy a drink and chat on the side of this square. There
are many types of vegetation around here now. We will change the old idea of setting
plants here—moving some plants to other places to create spaces between green
vegetations.

In the moonlight square, the café will not be very big, because if it is very big, the
transport in this square will be blocked. The shape of the house will like a rocket, to
meet the planets theme of this park.

To add some indoor space into this park, we will add a restaurant in sunshine square.
The shape of the restaurant will also be according to the theme. The shape of the
restaurant likes a global, with iron orbits around it. The low parts of the orbits can sit
on and the higher parts have many lights to improve the light system in this place. The
global restaurant is built in two layers for sit, and the whole sitting area has a
transparent surface, so it owns enough light in daytime. This restaurant will be set at
site 8, with big green space around it.

4-27 café in moonlight square (illustrated by author)
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We will also add a open-air theatre at site 11. The current situation of this site is that
many trees surround the circle at site 11, the other part of the big round square is
empty. After we create the theatre, people will have chance to get together and have a
concert or watch some shows.To make this theatre more interesting, the elements of it
will be similar to global and planet.

To bring more fun to the squares, we want to bring some water to sunshine square.
The old symbol of Sunshine Square is the circle yards ranged as the Big Bear. We will

4-28 restaurant in sunshine square, illustrated by author

4-29 example for Small open-air theatre (taken by author)
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change the seven hard ground yards into seven pools and enlarge the first and the last
one.

The water in these pools will keep flowing slowly from one to each other by a pump.
There will be a fountain at the first one,(the farthest one in picture 4-30) which will
be a focus of the whole elliptical square. The last pool, it will be a big one and will
have fishes in it.

To keep the accessibility of these two squares, we will add some step stones(picture
4-31) and some little bridges(picture4-32 ) to get across the water races.

4-30 pools shaped as the Big Bear (illustrated by author)

4-31 step stone (from baidu) 4-32 bridge example(taken by author)
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To summarize for this proposal, we should review the main destinations:
(1)To make the whole park more attractive to children.
(2)To make better use the vegetations existing and create more comfortable spaces.
(3)To connect the separated two parts, so people can share all the equipments in two
squares.
(4)To improve the accessibilities in this place.
(5)To make the park more suitable for children, add more facilities for kids.

Although this proposal will change the old square a lot, it can change these two parts
into a whole one and became a nice outdoor playground and a recreation park for
people especially for children. These years more and more children in China are
addicted in computer games. One of the reasons is the open air playground is boring
or far from their houses. We hope that more and more outdoor places can be designed
or changed for the kids.They are worth for us to creating perfect environment.
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ChapterChapterChapterChapter 5-5-5-5- ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionssss
Although the situation of children’s public outdoor activity space varies in different
countries, as well as different eras, a reality could not be denied. That is the
exploration of concepts such as intelligent residential areas, environmental protection
and sustainable development has gotten a certain achievement, but some basic study
and practice like planning and design of children’s outdoor activity space still have
been in a backward state.

Besides，with the large-scale renewal and expansion of the city, the traditional urban
space and living patterns are broken. The places used to games which came into being
spontaneously are now disappearing gradually, while in new urban or residential
communities planning and design, they are rarely involved. Children's outdoor space
are always existing in slits, or even replaced by some new indoor game modes; urban
open space design to consider the needs of children, more like a procedural placed
facility or functional division, which is lack of the content of children’s real needs, the
same with public space in community. The lack and deficiency of children's outdoor
activity space led to a series of negative effects, such as longer television viewing
time, more Internet and high-intensity indoor games, resulting in decreased visual
acuity of children, psychological and physiological critically imbalance. The harm to
children and the impact to society in future are incalculable and irreversible.

As a planning and design personnel, the most important things are remembering that
children should be fully respected, proceeding from reality and doing the planning or
design in accordance with children’s characteristics. Children's response to the
environment is often more direct and active than adults’, which comes from their
curiosity, pure and dynamic nature. After all, in some degree，play is just the work of
children.

Therefore, designers should leave it up to children themselves what to play and how
to play. We need to do is providing them with opportunities for diversity and
comfortable conditions which make the game more energetic, colorful and effective.

Through the study of children's outdoor activity space, the aim of this article is mostly
to raise the common cooperation of various social aspects, such as developers,
designers , schools, kindergartens, parents and others, and further to improve the
environment of this kind of children’s space .

The issue of children’s activity space design also involves the fields like education,
physics, psychology, urban planning, architectural design, landscape, community
management, investment norms, and legal aspects, thus children’s public outdoor
space still has a lot of problems which deserve a thorough and broad study and
research. And it will lay on a universal attention and common effort from our life.
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